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BUSINESS CHALLENGE
ڴ  The Retailer was aware Customers were experiencing 

struggles on its website but wasn’t able to measure the 
exact impact these issues had on the top line.

ڴ  Items that were out of stock caused abandonments 
be again, the Retailer couldn't measure how often and 
couldn't take remedial actions.

ڴ  The IT department couldn’t reproduce some of the 
errors and in some instances the Retailer was completely 
unaware of customer struggles.

SOLUTION

FIXING 500 HTTP ERRORS

The Retailer knew Customers were experiencing 
500 http errors on the website, but didn’t know that 
all these errors were happening to Customers using 
a ɀȵƺƬǣˡƬ�ƳƺɮǣƬƺ and a ɀȵƺƬǣˡƬ�ȒȵƺȸƏɎǣȇǕ�ɀɵɀɎƺȅ.

As it turns out, the Retailer had recently rolled-
out a new functionality enabling people to return 
or exchange items on its website. Prior to the 
adoption of Glassbox the Retailer had no idea the 
ȇƺɯ�ǔƺƏɎɖȸƺ�ɯƏɀȇټɎ�ɯȒȸǸǣȇǕ�ƏȇƳ�ƬɖɀɎȒȅƺȸɀ�ɯƺȸƺ�
ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬǣȇǕ�ǣɀɀɖƺɀِ�By using Glassbox the Retailer 
was able to understand that all the Customers that 
ɯƺȸƺ�ɖɀǣȇǕ�Ə�ɀȵƺƬǣˡƬ�ƳƺɮǣƬƺ�ƏȇƳ�ƫȸȒɯɀƺȸ�ɯƺȸƺ�
getting a 500 http error when clicking the ’SUBMIT 
RETURN/EXCHANGE’ button.

Glassbox also helped the Retailer to immediately 
identify the Ajax request failure behind that error 
ƏȇƳ�ˡɴ�ǣɎِ�

CREATING OUT OF STOCK ALERTS

Áǝƺ�ȸƺɎƏǣǼƺȸ�ɖɀƺƳ�JǼƏɀɀƫȒɴٔɀ�ƏƳɮƏȇƬƺƳ�ƏǼƺȸɎ�
capabilities to track out of stock issues. Knowing 
what out of stock items were in highest demand 
enabled the business to better manage stocks. 
Áǝƺ�ȸƺɎƏǣǼƺȸ�ƏǼɀȒ�ƬȸƺƏɎƺƳ�Ə�ˢȒɯ�ɎǝƏɎ�ƏɖɎȒȅƏɎǣƬƏǼǼɵ�
emailed Customers who had shown interest in out 
Ȓǔ�ɀɎȒƬǸ�ǣɎƺȅɀً�Əɀ�ɀȒȒȇ�Əɀ�ǣɎ�ǕȒɎ�ƏɮƏǣǼƏƫǼƺ�ƏǕƏǣȇِ

ɀɎȒȸƺɀ�ȒȵƺȸƏɎǣȇǕ
ǕǼȒƫƏǼǼɵ

ɯƺƫɀǣɎƺɀ

ǼƏȇǕɖƏǕƺɀ

ƬȒɖȇɎȸǣƺɀ

ABOUT THE RETAILER



TRACKING A/B TESTING

By integrating with Optimizely and applying the same ǔɖȇȇƺǼ�ɎȒ�ɮƺȸɀǣȒȇ���
ƏȇƳ�ɮƺȸɀǣȒȇ� ً�JǼƏɀɀƫȒɴ�ɯƏɀ�ƏƫǼƺ�ɎȒ�ƳƺȅȒȇɀɎȸƏɎƺ�ȇȒɎ�ȒȇǼɵ�ɯǝƏɎ�ɮƺȸɀǣȒȇ�
ɯƏɀ�ȅȒɀɎ�ɀɖƬƬƺɀɀǔɖǼ�ǣȇ�ƬȒȇɮƺȸɎǣȇǕ�!ɖɀɎȒȅƺȸɀ�ƫɖɎ�ƏǼɀȒ�ɯǝɵِ As a result, 
it helped the Retailer's marketing team becoming more aligned with 
!ɖɀɎȒȅƺȸɀً�ƏȇƳ�ƫƺɎɎƺȸ�ɖȇƳƺȸɀɎƏȇƳǣȇǕ�Ɏǝƺǣȸ�ƫƺǝƏɮǣȒȸɀِ

FIXING SHIPPING-ERROR RESTRICTION

Customers to their baskets restricted products that could not be shipped 
ɎȒ�Ɏǝƺǣȸ�ƬȒɖȇɎȸɵً�ǝƏƳ�ɎȒ�ƬǼǣƬǸ�Ɏǝƺ�ٔ«ƺȅȒɮƺ�XɎƺȅ٢ɀ٣�ƏȇƳ��!ȒȇɎǣȇɖƺٔ��ƫɖɎɎȒȇ�ǣȇ�
order to proceed with the transaction. By employing Glassbox, the Retailer 
ƳǣɀƬȒɮƺȸƺƳ�Ə�ƬȒȇɀǣƳƺȸƏƫǼƺ�ȵȒȸɎǣȒȇ�Ȓǔ�Ɏǝƺ�ƏɖƳǣƺȇƬƺ�ɯƏɀ�ƬǼǣƬǸǣȇǕ�Ȓȇ�Ɏǝƺ�
'Back' �ƫɖɎɎȒȇ�ǣȇɀɎƺƏƳً�ɎǝƺȸƺǔȒȸƺ�ȸƺƏƬǝǣȇǕ�Əȇ�ǣȅȵƏɀɀƺ, as they were failing 
ɎȒ�ȸƺȅȒɮƺ�ȸƺɀɎȸǣƬɎƺƳ�ǣɎƺȅɀِ

FIXING SUBMIT ORDER ERRORS

Despite the Retailer being aware of errors happening when Customers tried 
to submit their orders, it didn’t know ǝȒɯ�ȒǔɎƺȇ�Ɏǝƺɵ�ɯƺȸƺ�ȒƬƬɖȸȸǣȇǕ and 
had no way of measuring Ɏǝƺ�0æ�!Á�ɮƏǼɖƺ�Ȓǔ�ƺƏƬǝ�ǼȒɀɎ�ɎȸƏȇɀƏƬɎǣȒȇِ

Glassbox’s !ƏɀǝƫȒɴ�ǔƺƏɎɖȸƺ enabled the Retailer to answer both questions in 
ȅǣȇɖɎƺɀ�ƏȇƳ�ƺɮƺȇ�ɎȒ�ƏɖɎȒȅƏɎǣƬƏǼǼɵ�ƬȒȇɮƺȸɎ�ƏȇƳ�ƏǕǕȸƺǕƏɎƺ�Ɏǝƺ�ƏȅȒɖȇɎ�ǣȇ�È³�
dollars, regardless of the currency the transactions were made in.

A/B



RESULTS

GLASSBOX HELPED THE RETAILER:

By combining AI and machine learning-powered alerts, the Cashbox 
solution enables businesses to learn – in real-time – when there is an 
abnormal amount of transactions or a particularly large transaction 
failing to be completed. They can, then, remedy any issues quickly and 
optimize customer experience.

Iǣɴ�ƏǼǼ�Ɏǝƺ�ƺȸȸȒȸɀ�ƏȇƳ�ƬɖɀɎȒȅƺȸ�ɀɎȸɖǕǕǼƺɀً�ȷɖǣƬǸǼɵ

³ɎƏɵ�Ȓȇ�ɎȒȵ�Ȓǔ�ȵȸȒƬƺɀɀƺɀ�ƏȇƳ�ƬɖɀɎȒȅƺȸ�ǴȒɖȸȇƺɵɀ

xƺƏɀɖȸƺ�ɯǣɎǝ�ɖȇȵƏȸƏǼǼƺǼƺƳ�ƏƬƬɖȸƏƬɵ�ƏȇƳ�ǣȇ�ȸƺƏǼ�Ɏǣȅƺ�Ɏǝƺ�ǣȅȵƏƬɎ�
Ȓǔ�ȒȇǼǣȇƺ�ƬɖɀɎȒȅƺȸ�ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺ�ǣɀɀɖƺɀ�Ȓȇ�ȸƺɮƺȇɖƺɀ�ƫɵ�ǕƺȇƺȸƏɎǣȇǕ�
$26M that would have been lost had the issues not been fixed

 ƺɎɎƺȸ�ǔȒȸƺƬƏɀɎ�ƳƺȅƏȇƳ�ƏȇƳ�ȅƏȇƏǕƺ�ɀɎȒƬǸ

�JǼƏɀɀƫȒɴ�nɎƳِ��ǼǼ�ȸǣǕǝɎɀ�ȸƺɀƺȸɮƺƳזא۰


